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Research Question 

What is the perception of Jurong Secondary 
School students on the media literacy 
curriculum on the development of 21st 
Century skills?  



We must prepare young people for living in 

a world of powerful images, words and 

sounds.       UNESCO 1982 



• According to the InternetWorldStats 2010, 

Singapore has one of the highest internet 

penetration rates in the world 

Internet Penetration Rate 

Singapore 77.8% 

America 51.7% 

Europe 58.3% 

Asia 23.8% 



 
Internet Penetration Rate Survey Results (303 

JSS Students) 
 

YES NO 

I have a personal 

computer./notebook/laptop at 

home that I can use 90.15 9.85 
I have internet access at 

home 96.97 3.03 



Constructivist  
“learning occurs when learners are actively 

involved in their own learning” Gray (2010) 

 
“we have to teach less, so that our  

children will learn more.”  
PM Lee Hsien Loong, in his 2004 National Day Rally speech 

Problem Based Learning  
“equips students with research, collaborative 

critical thinking and communication skills…” 
Ms Tham Yoke Chun, Deputy Director of Professional Development & Consultancy, 

ETD, MOE 

“ICT will be pervasively and effectively used to 

enhance educational processes and structures.” 

 



Digital-Age Literacy 

 
• Basics, Scientific, Economic, and   
Technological Literacies 
• Visual and Information Literacies 
• Multicultural Literacy and Global  
Awareness 

Effective 

Communication 

• Teaming, Collaboration, and 

Interpersonal Skills 
• Personal, Social, and Civic 
Responsibility 
• Interactive Communication 

Inventive Thinking 

 
• Adaptability, Managing Complexity, 
and Self Direction 
•Curiosity, Creativity, and Risk-taking 
• Higher-order Thinking and Sound 
Reasoning 

High Productivity 

 
• Prioritize, Plan, and Manage for 
Results 
• Effective Use of Real-world Tools 
• Relevant, High-quality Products 
 

By NCREL/Metiri Group 

Source : NCREL Model (http://www.metiri.com/features.html) 

 



 

 

Digital-Age Literacy (Technology Literacy)  

“examin[ing] the values associated with technology and to develop 

one’s own values” (Wonacott, 2001) 

 

Effective Communication (Collaboration) 

 “a shared activity of the students, interaction between students, 

or participating in learning communities” (Arvaja et al, 2008)  

 

Inventive Thinking (Higher-Order Thinking) 

 “achieve higher levels of thought and retain information longer” 
(Gokhale, 1995) 

 



1. All Media messages are constructed. 

 

2. Media messages are constructed using creative 
languages with their own set of rules. 

 

3. Different people experience the same media messages 
differently. 

 

4. Media have embedded values and points-of-views. 

 

5. Media are primarily concerned with power and profit. 



• An important 21st century skill 

 

• A curriculum that is unique to Jurong Secondary School. 

 

•  It is integrated into the curriculum of the Secondary 

One and Two Levels. 

   

JSS Media Literacy Curriculum  



JSS Media Literacy Curriculum  

Objectives: 
 

• Awareness of how media messages affect youths 

 

• Create media products to bring across and  communicate 
ideas in a responsible way to different audiences 

 

• To make language learning experimental, experiential, 
engaging and enjoyable. 
 



Problem Based Learning 

Meeting the Problem 

↓ 

Teacher-facilitated, Self 

directed Learning 

Problem Analysis and 

Learning Issues 

Discovery and Reporting 

Presentation and 

Reflection 

↓ 

Media Production: To address the issues raised 



• Students learn to 

evaluate the messages 

embedded in media and 

eventually become 

producers of meaningful 

media messages. 

 

Aware of 

influence of a 

media message 

Analyse 

the issues 
Reflection on 

the issue 

Construct 

media products 

for 

communication 

JSS Media Literacy Curriculum  





Profile of Students 

 

 

 

Population Size: 

303 students in 2010 average age of 13 years.  

There are three streams of students: 

 

• Express 

• Normal (Academic) 

• Normal (Technical) 
 



 

 

 

 

The Media Literacy Rubrics 

Feldman’s 

Theory 
responding, interpret 

meanings, and making 

critical judgments about 

specific works of art 

 

University of 

Cambridge 

International 

Examinations GCE 

‘O’ Level Literature 

in English rubrics 
- analysis and evaluation 

of content 

- Explore key issues 

- Personal response 

- Supported by textual 

evidence 

 

JSS 

Media 

Literacy 

Rubrics 



The Media Literacy Rubrics 



Media Literacy Assessment 

• Journal Through Blogs 

 (www.jssml12.blogspot.com)  

• Presentations 

• Analysis of media 

• Products  

 (Blogs, Powerpoints, Live Broadcast)  

 



Learning Outcomes: 

• Students are engaged in a higher order of complex 

aptitudes, such as critical thinking and analysis, 

media literacy, creative writing, esprit de corps, 

peer assessment, etc., in a string of open, out-of-

classroom, fun environments like the Pulse Studio. 

 



Questions for analysis of media 

1) Write down the various components (e.g. text, sound, 
graphics, colour, people) that make up this piece of 
media 

2) What techniques (e.g. colour, size, language, sound) 
are used to attract my attention? 

3) Who is the creator of this message and what is the 
message that the creator wants to convey? 

4) How might others understand this message differently 
from me? 

5) What lifestyles, values, points of view are represented 
in, or omitted from, this message? 



Higher Order Thinking  

 

Pre-ML Poster Post-ML Book Cover 



Q1:   Write down the various components (e.g. text, sound, 

graphics, colour, people) that make up this piece of 

media 

  

BEFORE MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 
 

• People, colour, text, graphics 

 

AFTER MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 
 

• Text Moment of Truth in Iraq 

• People A soldier and a child 

• Colour Red, Black 



Q2: What techniques (e.g. colour, size, language, 

sound) are used to attract my attention?  

BEFORE MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• Language, picture 

 

AFTER MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• The techniques are the colour, the text and 

the picture. The colour, which is black and 

red remind me of tragedy. The text “Moment 

of Truth in Iraq” arouse my curiosity about 

what is the moment of truth in Iraq. Lastly, 

the picture of a soldier carrying a child 

arouse my attention about the relationship 

between the child and the soldier. 



Q3:  Who is the creator of this message and what is the 

message that the creator wants to convey? 

 

BEFORE MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• Not sure, the creator wants to convey that 

eating meat is unhealthy. 

 

AFTER MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• The creator of this message is the writer and 

publisher of the book Moment of Truth in 

Iraq. The creator wants to show people that 

this book is interesting and encourage 

people to buy this book. 



Q4: How might others understand this message differently 

from me? 

 

 
BEFORE MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• Not sure. 

 

AFTER MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• They might think that Iraq is a warring 

country where tragedy will happen and also, 

they might think that children are the most 

innocent people during the war. 



Q5: What lifestyles, values, points of view are 

represented in, or omitted from, this message? 

BEFORE MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• We should not eat meat. 

 

AFTER MEDIA LITERACY LESSON 

 

• War is harmful for all the people in the 

world so there should be no war and 

conflicts between the people in the world. We 

should live peacefully and harmony in the 

world by showing care to each other. 

BEFORE MEDIA 

LITERACY:  

1 MARK 

AFTER MEDIA 

LITERACY:  

7 MARKS 



Streams Pre-test Post-test Improvement 

Normal Technical 1.3 5.1 3.8 

Normal 

Academic 
2.1 6.3 4.2 

Express 2.8 8.1 5.3 

Average 2.1 6.5 4.4 

Improvements in Results 



Media Literacy Modules: 
Year 1: 

 

• Analysis of different media 

• Powerpoint/ Blog – Is everything on the Internet True? 

• News casting – Create your own news room  

• Videos– Historical Representation in the Movies –(Fact or 

Fiction) 

• Video Production - My Family (a drama production) 



Media Literacy Modules: 

Year 2: 

 

• Analysis of different media 

• Cyber Wellness – Social Networks, Gaming, Generating 

and Sharing Content (IP), Cyber Bullying and Commerce 

on the internet. 

• Advertising through posters – School Values 

• 2D Animation – National Education Issues 



Student responses for the 2nd year of 

implementation 2010 

Media Literacy Survey Results (303 Students) 

Students who responded with Agree or Strongly Agree 

 
1. I feel that I have learned how to use new media tools in 

the Media Literacy programme. 

Examples 

170 (56.1%) – Video Editing Software 

164 (54.1%) – Digital Video Camera 

  67 (22.1%) – Green Screen Technology 

 

96.0% 

2. I am more aware of how media products (videos, blog 

entries, newscasts) I produce can affect people around 

me. 

92.1% 



3. I think my group worked well to complete the project. 

 

Problems Faced 

132 (43.6%) –  Disagreements due to difference in opinion 

69 (22.8%) –  Time Constraints 

Solutions: 

63 (20.8%) –  Talk things out 

31 (10.2%) –  Worked Together on Best Ideas to Adopt 

62 (20.5%) –  Work more efficiently 

22 (7.3%) –  Distributed workload fairly  

 

124 (40.9%) –  Teamwork helped to achieve a shared goal 

41 (13.5%) –  More Ideas are generated through teamwork 

85.8% 

Student responses for the 2nd year of 

implementation 2010 



Student responses for the 2nd year of 

implementation 2010 

4. I think my analytical skills have improved since 

completing the Media Literacy Programme. 

90.1% 

5. I view media messages differently now than before the 

Media Literacy Programme. 

93.1% 

 

87 (28.7%) –  Students now try to analyse and understand 

the   real meaning and motives of media 

more deeply. 

61 (20.1%) –  Students paid more attention to techniques 

   employed by producers of media. 

59 (19.5%) –  Students realised that not all media is  

  reflective of reality.  



Lesson Observation (ETD and CPPU) 

Some comments: 

 

• “Through good questioning, some of the groups also 

managed to give rather good answers.” 

 

• “Learning content was appropriate and meaningful” 

 

• “There was a high level of activity in the room as students 

went about finding information related to their questions.” 



Yes! This Is The Way To Go!  

Prime Minister, Mr Lee Hsien Loong,  

visited FutureSchool@JurongSecSch and mentioned 

the program on his National Day Rally Speech 



Media Literacy Curriculum  

21st Century Skills 

Media 
Literacy 

Curriculum 

Critical Thinking 
Skills 

Collaboration  

Skills 

Technology 
Skills 

Written 
Communication  

Skills 

Oral 
Communication  

Skills 

Research  

Skills 



Student Achievements 
2007 

• Produced the MTV “Singapore Puzzle”, an national day song (5th in Yourfilm.sg) 

• Panasonic KWN “Gardens of Eden”, an environmental video (Top News 
Production and Tune Award and the Asia Pacific Region Best Culture Award) 

• Asia Pacific ICT Award “Serving the Community through the Eyes of Youth” 

 

2008 

• School Digital Media Award “Be a Part, not Apart”, an educational video on 
disabled children (Gold) 

• Panasonic KWN “Singapore Green” and “A Farm made in Singapore”, both 
environmental videos (Best Editing and Best Sound Award) 

 

2009 

• School Digital Media Award “My Grandfather” (Silver) 

• Panasonic KWN “The Green Journey”, an envirnomental video (Top News 
Production, Best Content and Asia Pacific Region overall winning video). 

 

2010 

• School Digital Media Award “Singapore Green” (Gold) 

• Pansonic KWN “ZERO Energy Building” (Best Educational Content) 

 



Inside to Outside 

 They have been approached 

by many external organisations 

and have produced a variety of 

community videos meant for 

the communities.   

 

 

 Students learn that the skills 

they have learnt in school can 

be applied to the world beyond 

the walls of the school.   

 



Inside to Outside 

Here are some of the organisations 
we have worked with… 
 
•    Media Development Authority 

 SITEX 2006 
 ASEAN Media Portal Launch Video 

• Society of the Physically Disabled 
 Educational DVD for Primary Schools in 2007 

• Taman Jurong Citizen’s Consultative Committee 
 Educational DVD for Fund Raising in 2007 

• National University of Singapore Enterprise 
 Global Entrepreneurship Week 2008 and 2009 

• Microsoft, Singapore 
 MOE-Microsoft Professional Development Award Memorabilia DVD 2009  



Thank you 

 

lam_chee_leong@moe.edu.sg 

 

tan_jiing_shyuan@moe.edu.sg 

 

tng_swee_kheng_wendy@moe.edu.sg 

 

 

 


